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TOP PERFORMERS

NAME SCHOOL STATE CLASS POS HT WT NOTES

Tyler Dysart South Gibson TN 2017 RB 5'11 180

Physical RB who did well during the 1v1 sessions in the passing game. Showed good vision in the 
Oklahoma drills.  He was able to use his strength to break free from the LB's press coverage. Caught the 
ball well on short and deep passes during very rainy weather conditions.  Good looking prospect on the 

hoof. 

Darius Smith Sequoyah GA 2017 RB 5-9 185

Top 2 RB at the camp. Really started to shine during the 1v1 and 7v7 sessions - coming out of the 
backfield he's a smooth route runner. Caught the ball well on a rainy, windy weekend. Was able to use a 

jump cut during the Oklahoma drills and kept his feet moving.

Kinkead Dent Manchester Academy MS 2019 QB 6-3 165

Best QB at the camp as a freshman, he has good size with a strong, lean bulid. Strong arm and was able 
to cut the ball through the wind and the rain. Moved well in and out of the pocket and threw the ball well 

on the run.

Zak Acuff Knoxville Christian Aca TN 2021 QB 5-10 125

Young QB who despite his small frame really impressed in windy and rainy conditions.  Had a strong arm 
for a young QB and was able to push the ball down the field. Took to coaching really well and was at front 

of line in all of the drills.

Destry DJ Stirgus Benton AR 2018 WR 6-1 160
Lean WR who has a nice frame to add muscle.  Showed really well during all of the individual drills. Was 

able to use his length to get off of the press.  Has a lot of potential.

Devin Boddie Lausanne TN 2019 WR 5-10 155

Crisp route runner that showed some good polish coming in and out of his breaks.  Had good length 
despite his 5'10 frame. He can play in the outside or in the slot.  Good in space after the catch and was 

able to make defenders miss during the 7v7 sessions. 

Zane Moser Midway TN 2018 WR 5-6 150

Regular at FBU camps at a U.S. Army National Combine alum.  Showed very good quickness and an 
ability to get off the press despite his small size.  Caught the ball well and was a very high effort player.  

Has quickness after the catch and made defenders miss all weekend.

Bryce Evans Center Hill MS 2017 WR 5-8 155

One of the best route runners at the camp and was able to be one of the top WRs at the camp because of 
the combination of his hands and his route running. Dropped his hips and was able to use head fakes to 

keep DBs off balance.

Matthew Sanders Hayden AL 2017 OL 6-5 260
Huge OT prospect who was one of the top lineman at camp. Has a nice frame and long arms.  Played 
with a good base during run drills and was able to get movement during the 1v 1 base blocking drills. 

David Roberts Marshall County TN 2018 OL 6-3 230

Showed very well early in the camp but wasn't able to finish because of a knee injury.  Has a solid frame 
to play G or C in a power run scheme.  Has a nice hip roll and base while run blocking and took to 

coaching well.

Aaron Hess Morristown-Hamblen West TN 2018 OL 6-1 260

Interior OL who can play center or move to 1 tech on defense, Hess has a strong upper body and good 
strength. One of the more physical OL during the run blocking portion of the camp.  Showed a good 

punch and was able to get movement at the point of attack.

Christopher Morris Harding Academy TN 2019 OL 6-2 230
Young OL prospect that has a very bright future.  Projects as a OG right now but could grow into OT.  Has 

long arms and plays with a really good base and bend. 

Evan Craighead Madison Academy AL 2020 DB 6-1 175

Young DB with the long frame to grow into a hybrid S/LB at the next level. Was physical in press 
coverage and was able to use his length effectively. Needs to continue to work on bending his knees and 

getting in and out of his backpedal, but has a very bright future for a young player.

Vito Tisdale Bowling Green KY 2020 DB 6-1 190

Great looking 8th grader. Has FBS-level potential and could be a national recruit down the line. Played 
and excelled at both S and CB during 7v7.  Had a handful of interceptions and possesses a nose for the 

football.



Ahmad Richardson Cordova TN 2017 DB 6-0 175

Best DB at the camp, who earned a All-American Combine invite. Physical in press defense and is able to 
stay in the hip pocket of the WR. Lined up at both S and CB and could play both at the next level also. 
Coach Dexter Jackson raved about his potential. Has really long arms and was able to reach in and 

deflect the football from WRs. 

Theo Overton Bryan Station KY 2018 DB 5-10 160

CB who really stood out during the 7v7 sessions. Was solid in individual and also during the 1v1s, but had 
a handful of interceptions on Saturday and more on Sunday when the camp went live. He is smooth in the 

pack pedal, aggressive reading the QB and breaking on the football. 

Calvin Blackford Niceville FL 2018 DB 5-7 135

Undersized CB who made up for it with his aggressiveness, change of direction and break on the football.  
In less than ideal field conditions he was still able to stay low and break on the football with no wasted 

motion. Coach Dexter Jackson spoke very highly of him and his ability to compete for the football. 

Kenny Terry Landmark Christian GA 2017 DL 6-5 210

The best DL prospect at the camp. Has very good length and room to add weight to his frame.  Shot his 
hands well and was able to use his long arms to get inside of the OL during the run blocking portions. 

Used his quick first step to rush the passer and was able to mix up his pass rush moves.

Zion Katina Independence TN 2018 DL 6-2 250

Interior DL prospect who can play NG, 1 tech or 3 tech.  Plays low with a nice flat back when taking on 
OL.  He was really strong during the run portion of the camp and was able to use his base and strength to 

stuff OL at the line of srimmage.

Reynard Gwynn Harding Academy MS 2020 DL 6-1 181

Young DL who showed strong hands and an ability to anchor against bigger linemen. Has a pass rusher's 
build who could grow into an OLB or a rush end. Has a bunch of physical tools (length, quickness, 

strength) but needs to continue to learn technique and use all those tools during live reps. 

Kendrick Talley Louisville Central KY 2017 LB 6-3 240
Big ILB who was solid in coverage.  He was physical and was able to reroute WRs and RBs coming out of 

the backfield.  FBU alumni who went to Top Gun in '15 and also the U.S. Army National Combine.

Jordan Lewis Cass Tech MI 2017 LB 6-2 230

LB with good size who also plays some DL for Cass Tech (MI). Did a really nice job of taking a leadership 
role on the field and directing the defense. Communicated formations and coverage to the other LBs and 

the secondary.  Physical player who was able to stay in the hip pocket of the RBs. Good player. 
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